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Welcome1.

Welcome and thank you for choosing GALAXY X.
This new virtual instrument is based on an exciting kind of sound design: FX convolution. 

one virtual instrument: 

X-Files and all effects adjustments. 

radically modify these presets or to build new sounds from scratch. 
The ability to control convolution strength with the modulation wheel opens the door to a 
spontaneous dynamic real time modulation of every sound.

This manual will introduce you to FX convolution and the new world of Galaxy X!

Galaxy Instruments - Uli Baronowsky

        Please be careful with the output volume especially when playing around with different X-Files. Convolution can create unpredict-

any damage resulting from the use of convolution in Galaxy X.
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Convolution2.

the other one. 

which case it is called “convolution reverb.” For this purpose an acoustic snapshot is taken from 

impression that the incoming sound is virtually relocated into the sampled room.

We call this kind of convolution FX-Convolution. The interaction between Source and X-File refers 

Frequency2.1.

of vintage devices like old radios or telephones. It can create frequency progressions from slow 

Volume Envelope2.2.

-

re-emerge just the way the X-File determines it. A reverse X-File will create a reverse effect of the 
Source.
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Position2.3.

Resonance2.4.

-

resonance and avoid the bad ones.

Tonality2.5.

-
tion and new sounds.

Installation & Layers3.

Galaxy X.
The whole installation process of the Engine Player and Galaxy X is described in detail in the ‘En-

menu of the player:

X-FX (red) featuring all kinds of effect sounds
X-Keys (blue) for tonally playable instruments
X-Loops (grey) with thousands of special effect loops.
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(1)

libraries (2) will appear:

-

way you can use several layers at a time.

      Just keep in mind that FX convolution can be a very CPU-intensive process and each layer has its own convolution module.

(1) with the user interface of Galaxy

the layer area.
On the top left of the Engine Player window you can save or load a Project (2). A Project contains

1

2
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User Interface4.

Tour on www.galaxy-instruments.com/x-tour.html

SOURCES
PRE-X
X

The POST-X

1 2
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Sources4.1.

In the SOURCES section you can choose the source sounds to be processed within X. Three
Sources can be layered over each other. Choose the source sounds from the dropdown menus (3)
and adjust the volumes (4) for getting a good balance.  Each Source can be switched on or off (5).

Pro Edit 
section.

types:
With X-Keys all sounds are mapped over the whole keyboard. This way all loaded 
source sounds are played on top of each other with every key you play.
The X-FX Sources are divided into two categories. The main FX Sources feature differ
ent samples mapped from C3 upwards. This way you can use different samples of a

Every FX Source has an associated folder of the same name and the appendix ‘sin

when they are pitched way up or down. Our effect sounds are mapped over the whole 

achieved this by assigning one octave of the keyboard to each of the three sources. 

and Loop Source three between C4 and B4. This way you can layer and play three loop
sources of up to 36 loop samples at a time.

3

45
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Pre-X4.2.

s a set of effect modules designed to prepare the source sound

(6)
odules contaminate the source in different ways.

(7)
nd enriches it with homogeneous distortion.

(8)

ount of reduction.
Ruin (9) reduces the sample rate with a resulting noise addition 

that produces a “warmer” sound impression with a different

(Info: Noise has a special relevance for effect convolution:

-

he second effect slot is different for X-FX and X-Keys on the
one side and X-Loops on the other.

X-FX and X-Keys feature a combination of Sequence (10)
and Groove (11)

as well.
The dropdown menu of Sequence gives you access to different

yed chord in different scales.

(12) module for X-loops. This can really help to make
loops work with certain longer or resonant X-Files.

(13) -
ter(14) (15).
The Contour (16) effect is based on a special compressor de-

-
ing it. 

(17) and adjust the
contour strength (18).

(19)

to feed the echo into the X-Engine. The delay effect is always
in sync with your host tempo. You can choose different note
values (20) for the left and the right delay and adjust the echo 
feedback (21).

6

10

7
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X4.3.

The X-Engine
the heart of the X-Engine.

The X-Engine is easy to handle: switch it on (22)
menu (23) and change the X-Factor (24).

The X-Factorr

X comes with 1400 X-Files of all kinds…

sweeps.

and reverb-like effects.

of keys creates long exciting soundscapes.

sustains and spreaders.

22 23

25

24 26 28 29 30 31

27 32
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(25) in the center of the X user interface.

By default the X-Factor is controlled by the modulation wheel of your keyboard for easy access. Of 

you want to keep both hands free for playing.

(26) actually changes the length of the X-File by time-stretching or time-compressing it. This 

Sync knob (27)

(28)
its effective length. This way only a part of the X-File affects the source.

X-Tune (29)

half-tones up and you are in the right key again.

X-In (30) and X-Out (31) adjust the input and output level of the X-Engine. Depending on the level of 

or raise the input and output levels. 

knob.

(32) opens the door to a world of reverse sounds. With Galaxy X 
you can create reversed sound effects with any of our 1400 X-Files applied to any one of thousands 
of original source sounds.
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Post-X4.4.

 Post-X

Rotate (33) features a lot of stereo and panning effects. Simply
the dropdown menu and change the stereo intensity. Turning th
the left side reverses the stereo motion.
Colour (34)

Filter (35)
sibilities.
With Space (36)
this time mainly for creating reverbs and ambiences of different

By creating an Automation Preset (37) -

clicking on the knob and choosing a midi controller number 
the dropdown menu. After you have set up your midi system t

other X-Layer.
(38) gives you control over how th

X-Layer reacts to velocity.
(39)

33

34

35

36

37

38

39
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How To Use X5.

Instrument Layers5.1.

You can load a layer either in the Layer Area (1)
(2)

(3) beneath the Layer 
dropdown menu serve to switch to the previous or the following layer.

1

2

3
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(4) -
ma.
The keywords contain categories and attributes. 

-

4

X-KEXYS

Atmospheres

Beaten

Bells and Pots

Bowed

Filtered

Fixed Tonality

Flutes

Loops

Organs

Overtones

Pads

Pianos

Plucked

Resonant

Reversed

Tremolos

Voices

X-LOOPS

Beatbox

Bells

Blips Blops

Bottom

Breakbeats

Filtered

FX

Industrial

Morphing

Noisy

Tonal

Voice

World

X-FX

Atmospheres

Bells

Big Bottom

Filtered

Impacts

Industrial

Loops

Phrases

Real World

Reversed

Tonal

Uplifters

Weird Instruments
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Additionally you can use a couple of attributes to search for layers in the browser. Here is a list of 
possible attributes for the search function:

X-Factor and Modulation Wheel5.2.

in the center of the X user interface.

instrument layers with an internal modulation of the X-Factor.

X-LOOPS

short (release) - medium (release) 

- long (release)

tight - spherical - spacey

nasty - nice - gloomy

dark - warm - midrange - bright - 

resonant

narrow - wide

dense - light

dirty - clean - noisy

X-FX

short (release) - medium (release) 

- long (release) - sustain

percussive - smooth

tight - spherical - spacey

nasty - nice - gloomy

dark - warm - midrange - bright - 

resonant

narrow - wide

dense - light

dirty - clean - noisy

soft - hard

X-KEXYS

short (release) - medium (release)

- long (release) - sustain

percussive - smooth

tight - spherical - spacey

nasty - nice - gloomy

dark - warm - midrange - bright - 

resonant - dissonant

narrow - wide

dense - light

dirty - clean - noisy

soft - hard
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In case you want to use a midi controller other than the 
modulation wheel - for instance an expression pedal in 
order to keep both hands free - simply right-click on the 
X-Factor and change the midi controller.

Sources5.3.

themselves. Try different combinations of Sources and the X-File to get a sense for how X-Files 
react to different Sources. You can even drastically edit the Sources using Pro Edit

X-Files5.4.

different categories of X-Files to get a feeling for how they affect the Source. The effects of the X-

-

shorten or stretch it for another world of convolution effects.

Layers from Scratch5.5.

Look for a source sound in one of the dropdown menus in the Sources area. Start layering other 

Source.

Try different X-Files with different X-Factors to see which X-Files create something special with 
your own source sound. Or start with a combination of a single Source and an X-File and layer 
more Sources afterwards. 

Check out the effects of the Pre-X engine to modify the Source to work well with the X-File. Espe-
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5.6. Pro Edit

and modulations which can be used in X. This refers to the Sources and the instrument layer.

(5). Now you can switch between
(6) used in this layer are 

(7) including Ar-
(8)

view of the modulation parameters. The top right area presents the volume envelope (9) and the top
(10).

(11)
(12) dropdown menu.

5

6

8

910

1112

7
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Mixer5.7.
You can load several X-Layers into the Engine Player and they all come together in the mixer. 
Every layer has a separate channel in the mixer. This channel enables you to root a layer to a 

each layer channel.

be saved and reloaded with the project dropdown 
menu (13)
interface. A more detailed description can be found

Mapping user source samples5.8.

It is possible to map a maximum of 25 user source samples into an X Layer. These will be played 

your own samples will be routed through the X-Modules exactly like the factory Sources including

5.9.

mapped beneath A-1 for X-Keys and X-FX and beneath C2 for X-Loops.

13
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Support and Feedback6.

Support for all questions regarding the Engine Player and Galaxy X is provided by Best Service:

and several other locations.
Graphics and GUI design by Ingo Hermes (http://www.72punkte.de)

Bodek Janke (http://www.bodekjanke.de/)

(http://www.moogulator.com/moogula-
tor/) (http://www.nadishana.com/) -

(http://www.preissler-music.com/)
(http://www.sabinevanbaaren.de/)

(http://www.oberton.org/)

Special thanks for supporting the making of X:
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WWW.GALAXY-INSTRUMENTS.COM
WWW.BESTSERVICE.DE


